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NEW METHOD OF PROTECTING BUILDINGS FROM LIGHTNING.
SPARE THE ROD AND SPOIL THE HOIISE!
Lightning Destroys. $hall it be Yotir B-ouse or a Pou4nd of Copper?
PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.
What is the Problem?
IN seeking a means of protection from lightning-discharges, we have In view
two objects,- the one the prevention of damage to buildings, anld the other
the prevention of inj ury to life. In order to destroy abuilding inwthole orlin
is necessary that work should be done;* that is, as physicists express
part,
It It
the
takes
the

lightniig-discharge
place,
is required. Just before
I,energynry
capable of doing the damage which we seek to prevent exrists in the
column of air extending from the cloud to the earth in some form that makes
it capable of appearing as what we call electricity. We will therefore call it
electrical enlergy. What this electrical energy is, it is not necessary for Us to
consider in this place;* but that it exists there can be no doubt, as it manifests
of buildiLigs. The problem that we have to deal witbh
Itself in the destruction
therefore, is the conversion of this energy into some other form, and the accomplishment of this in such a way as shall result in the least injury to properyad ie

Why Have the Old Rods Failed?

When lightntng-rods were first proposed, the science of energetics was entirely undeveloped; that is to say, in the middle of the last century scientific
men had not come to recognize the f act that the different forms of energy heat, electricity, mechanical power, etc.- were convertible one into the other,
and that each could produce just so much of each of the other forms, and no
more. The doctrine of the conservation and correlation of energy was flrst
out in the early part of this century. There were, however,
clearly worked
some facts known in regard to electricity a hundred and forty years ago; and
among these were the attractin3g power of points for an electric spark, and the
were therefore introduced with
conducting power of metals. Lightning-rods
the idea that the electricity existing in the lghtning-discharge could be conveyed around the building which it was proposed to protect, and that the
building would thus be saved.
The question as to dissipation of the energy involved was entirely iguored,
aud from that time to this, in spite of the best endeavors of those
naturally; lightning-rods
constructedl in accordance with Franklin's principle
Interested?,
have not furnished satisfactory protection. Tbhe reas,on for this is apparent
when it is considered that the olectrical energy existing in the atmosphere
before the discharge, or, more exractly, in the column of dielectric from the
cloud to the earthL, above referred to, reaches its maxtmum value on the surface of the conductors that chance to be within the column of dielectric;* so
that the greatest display of energy will be on the surf ace of thle very lightullugrods that were meant to protect, and damage results, as so often pro-qs to be
the case.
It willbe understood, of course, that this display of ener-y on the surface
of the old lightning-rods is aided by their being more or iess Insulated from
the earth, but in any event the ver-y existence of sueMi a mass of metal as an
old lightning-rod can only tenld to produce a disastrous dissipatton of olectrical
energy upou Its surface,-" to draw the lightning,"' as It issBo commonlly put.

Is there a Better Mean.s of Protection?
Having cleared our minds, therefore, of any idea of conducting electricity,
and keepinlg clearly in view the fact that in providin g protection against lightthe electrical energy may be
ning we must furnish some means by whtch
dissipated, the question arises, " C:an an Improved form be given
harmlessly
to the rod so that it shall &. ]nthis dissipation ?"

I

As the electrical energy Invrolved manifests itself on the surface of condutors, the improved rod ishould be metallic;- but, instead of making a large-rod
suppose that we make it comparatively small in size, so that the total amouxnt
of metal running from thlie top of the house to some point a littla below the'
foundations shall not exrceed oue pound. Suppose, again, that we introduce
numerous insulating joints in this rod. We shall then have a rod that experience shows will be read lly destroyed -will be readily dissipated ---hen a
discharge takes place; andI it will be evident, that, so far as the electrical energy is consumed in doing this, there will be the less to do other damag6b
The only point that remains to be proved as to the utility of such a rod is to
Show that the dlssipation of such a conductor does not tend to injure oth-er
bodies in it-s immediate vicinity. On this point I can only say that I have
found no case where such a conductor (for Instanlce, a bell wire) has been dissipated, even If restinlg against a plastered wall, where there has been any
material damage done to surrounding objects.
Of coulrse, it is readily unlderstood thLat such an explosion caunot take place
In a confled space without the rupture of the walls (the wire cannot be
boarded over); but in every case that I have found recorded this dissipation
takes lilace just as gunpowder burns when} spread on aboard. The objects
against wilitch the conductor rests may be staned, but they are not shattered,
I would therefore make clear this distinction between the action of electrical energy when dissipated on the surface of a large conductor and wvhen dissipated on thLe surface of a comparatively small or easily dissipated conductor.
When dissipated on the suTface of a large conductor,s-a conductor so stronlg
as to resist the explosive effect, -damage results to objects around. When
dissipated on the surface of a small conductor, the conductor goes, but the
other objects around are saved

.A Typical Case of the Action of a Small Conductor.
FrankliD, in a letter to Collinson read before the London Royal Society,
Dec. 18, 1755, describing the partial destruction by lightntng of a church-towe'r
at Newbury, Mass., wrote, "1Near the bell was fied an tron hammer to strke
the hours;* and from the tall of the hammer a wire weut down through a small
gimlet-hole in the floor that the bell stoodi upon, and through a second1oor in
like manner;* then horizontally under and near tbhe plastered ceiling of that
second floor, till it came near a plastered wall; then down by the side of that7
wall to a clock, which stood about twenty feet below the bell. T.he twirle was-not bigger than a common krnitting needle. The spire wvas split all to pie-ces
by the lightning, anld the parts flung in all directions over thesquar* inbrhI(lh
the church stood, so that nothing remained above the belL The lightriDg
passed between the hammer and the clock in the above-mentionXd wift,
without hurting either of the floors, or haviDg an-y effect upnthemyexeept
mak'tng the gimlet-holes, through which the wire pased, alite bigger), and
wit'-out hurting the plastered wall, or any part of the building, so lor " -th-e
aforesaid wire and the pendiilum-wlre of the clock extended;* which latter
wire was about the thickness of a goose-qulill. From the end of the pendutlurm, down qulite to the ground, the building was exceedingly rent and -damageiA. ... No p %rt of the aforementioned long, small wire, between the cloclc
arid the hammaer,oaould besound, except about two inches that hung-to the,
tall 04 +'fje hammer, and about as much that was fastened to the clock; the
rest be3ing exploded, and its p4rticles dissipated in smoke and alr, as gUDpowder is by common fire, an(ihad only left a black smutty track on1the M.
tsring, three or four inches broad, darkest in the middle, and fainter towards
a-,oedges, all1along the calling under WhiCh it passed, and down the wall."
91-e iLundred feet of the H&Iges Patent Lightning Dispeller (made under
patents of N. D. C. Hodges, Editor of Science) will be mailed, postpaid, to auy
address, on receipt of flve dollars ($5).
Correspondene -iolicited. Algents wanted.

AMERICAN LIGIHTNINGE PRtOTEC(TION CO..
8g74 B3roadway, N-ew -York Citv.
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